General Coach Exclusive “Polar Pak”

General Coach builds and designs the Citation Supreme product line for all season use. The following features that are used will facilitate the all season livability.

Attic Ventilation System for air circulation.
“Stormtite” Thermopane Solar Reflective Windows
“Fantastic” Vent Fans in the Livingroom (Rainsensor) & Bathroom
“Dayliter” Residential Skylights with exclusive interior condensation control & frost chambers
“Hydroflame” 2 Stage Furnace (Dual Furnaces in Triple Slide Models with 68,000 BTU Total)
Heat Pump built into the Roof Air Conditioner (Models 29RKDS, 31.5RLS & Larger)
2” Sidewalls Vac-u-Laminated with high density block foam R –8.25
Crowned truss roof with residential truss R -11 (Thickness approx. 4” on ends and 6” in center) Fiberglass Insulation to conform around wiring etc.
3” Floor full frame R - 8
2 3/8” Slideout Floor and Front bunk Floor. Full insulation R – 6 (Industries thickest & strongest)
Holding Tanks with direct heat duct from furnace. Valve handles inside heated compartment.
NO Aluminum Framing – All wood to eliminate heat, cold and moisture transfer.
NO Moisture build up inside wood walls compared to aluminum tube.

All Season Option Recommended:
Electric Fireplace 1500W electric element.

When using a recreational vehicle for extended periods the control of moisture due to condensation inside the unit and possibly inside the roof cavity is essential. In order to assist with the prevention and control of moisture the occupants must use the “Fantastic” vent fans to exchange the moist air when cooking or showering. It is also recommended that the vents be left slightly open at all times. The Attic ventilation system should be used when staying in the unit during cooler weather for air circulation in the ceiling cavity. The optional electric fireplace will offer a dryer heat source for the less extreme temperatures.

Ultimately it is the responsibility of the owner to ensure that the proper precautions are taken to ventilate their unit to protect from moisture damage.
General Coach provides more residential features and methods to accomplish the all season capability than other manufacturers.

General Coach has many satisfied customers spending extended periods in their units in all types of weather. General Coach guarantees their units for sub zero temperatures if the owner takes the proper winterizing precautions. (Skirting, Heat Tape on water and drain lines, Etc.)